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1. Vice-Chairman's Report
Vice-chairman and Editors Report for the May 2022 meeting
Unfortunately, I missed this months wiring demonstration and workshop by Jonathan. From
all accounts it was very well presented and received. Wiring is often an underrated skill but
vital to the wellbeing of your trees.
One way to create the illusion of an old tree is to wire the branches down. Young trees have
ascending branches. The branches near and in the apex can be horizontal or ascend since
this is the young part of the tree.
I always tell new and inexperienced members that if you don’t know what to do, just wire
the branches into empty space. Complete the picture.
As always, the safety and wellbeing of the tree comes first.
Stay safe, keep calm and water your trees.
Pieter Bosch
Vice-Chairman
To the left: This is
flowers from my
Orange Oncidium
Orchid that is just
starting to open.
They have a very
subtle fragrance
that slowly fills the
room.
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2. Club news
Our next meeting will be on 18 June. Everyone is welcome.
Please bring your favourite trees and show us some winter silhouettes.
As usual we will be meeting from 12h00 to work on our own trees.
The workshop will start at 14h00.
If you have a favourite topic that you want us to cover let me know and I will pass it on.
• June – Tool care with Oom Hennie
• July – Heinrich will surprise us
• August – Root development
• October – Kaylin will give a talk
• November - Groups and Forests
• Another reminder for the payment of the 2022 Membership fees, it was due close of business
30th January 2022.
R280.00 for single
R420.00 for Partners
you can pay into the Club Account, state your name as reference to:
Capitec Bank
J Espach
Account No: 1494613733
Branch 47-00-10
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3. May’s meeting – Wiring
~ by Jonathan Cain
~“The object is not to make the tree look like a bonsai, but to make the bonsai look like a
tree.” — John Naka

There are two kinds of wire that can be used for Bonsai:
• Anodized aluminum
• Annealed copper.
Aluminum wire is better when used for deciduous species, while the harder copper wire is
best for conifers and pines. In our local shops it is much easier to buy the anodized
aluminum wire. Jonathan and Denise’s shop stocks all the various sizes you might need.

To the left: Jonathan fighting
with a length of anodized
aluminum wire.
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Some trees respond better to wiring in specific seasons. Other trees can almost be wired
year-round, if you don’t know ask. The best time to begin to wire a bonsai tree is when
it’s young and healthy. Never wire an ill or distressed tree, the extra stress could kill it.
•Deciduous trees are best wired in early spring just before new buds appear. This gives
you the best view of your tree’s true shape and allows you to optimize the upcoming
growing season.
•Coniferous trees are better wired later in the year, from the end of autumn to the start of
winter. At this time, your tree’s growing process will have slowed and there will be less
sap high in the branches, increasing flexibility. Some people wire their Junipers all year
round, but I prefer to practice a cease-fire in winter.

Below: Gareth came to visit. Sadly I missed it. He and other members can be seen
practising on garden branches.
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It can be difficult to know where to start wiring a new tree if you are new to bonsai. My
suggestions is to not fight with what the tree wants. Some species don’t like certain styles
or don’t grow naturally in a specific style. It takes time to grow the vision of seeing the
potential in raw stock. That is why New talent is open for members under 10 years of
experience. If you are totally lost, follow the basics of the bonsai rules (or suggestions as
some prefer to call them).
To the left you can see the basics of anchoring a wire.
-this image was taken from https://www.bonsai-shop.com/en/styling/wiring

Below: Help is always available to those that ask.
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Below are more basics on wiring from https://www.bonsai-shop.com/en/styling/wiring. If you are
wiring from the trunk upwards, it is important to anchor the bottom end of the wire firmly into the
ground. If it is loosely done you could end up ripping sensitive roots off during the wiring process.

Wire should be approximately 45 degrees with the trunk or branch with equal spacing between the
loops.
Never cross the wire loops. It looks terrible and could damage your tree. Wire in the direction of the
branch movement but don’t pinch the wire on the inside of a bend.
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Below is a very nice image from Bonsai Empire that shows how multiple wires must always follow
the main wiring direction. The wires must be places tightly in the same direction without gaps
between them. Do not cross wires rather exit neatly at the desired branch.

You know the wire is the correct size when the wire can push the branch away without bending. If
the wire bends you know it is too thin. Never bend the branch, rather move the wire, then the
branch will follow. Don’t wire on the inside of a bend. Pinching wires on the inside can lead to
tearing or breaking on the outside. Remember to always keep an eye on your wired trees so that
you can remove the wires before it bites into the tree.
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Guy-wires is also a very common technique used to move branches that seems too thick or brittle
to wire directly with wire. Many hardware clamps and special screws can also be used to gentle
bend stubborn branches over time. If you have something specific in mind, bring it to the club and
we can have a look.
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Oom Hennie and Thivern send in Autumn pics of their trees.

Below: A Trident Maple from Oom Hennie.
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Below: A Japanese Maple from Oom Hennie.
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Below: A Chinese Maple forest from Thivern
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Below: A little Celtis from Oom Hennie.
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5. Editor's letter
Below are little succulent flowers send in by Oom Hennie.

I hope you have enjoyed this months issue of the Midway News.
If you have any questions or comments, please contact me directly.
If you want to show off a few of your trees in the Newsletter, please send some picture to
me. A big thank you to everyone that send in pictures. Without you this issue would not be
possible. I have borrowed a few pics from various websites. Acknowledgements are on
those pages.
Pieter Bosch
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